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AFTER THE DELUGE: WHAT TO WATCH
We have experienced a nice bounce in the equity markets year-todate after the fourth quarter 2018 malaise, although the economic
picture is murky at best. As the US government and border wall
debate further complicates the near term outlook, we wanted to look
past the short-term swings and focus instead on the big issues over
the next five years. In our opinion, we think the following issues
loom large for capital markets investors:

to public” has been disrupted by private transactions made by
increasingly dominant industry leaders. Remember that it was just
over 100 years ago that Standard Oil was broken up, and nearly 40
years since the telephone monopoly of AT&T was broken into the
baby bells. Antitrust waves in the United States are episodic through
history, and were successful at stimulating competition.

The European Union is already far more vigilant than the US on
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winners over the past five years. However, it only takes one time
being wrong to devastate the “safe” portion of your portfolio.
Surprise interest rate shocks have been very rare since the mid1990s. A relatively small shock in 1994 not only put many bank cash
funds into the position of “breaking the buck” (recognizing losses
in their “safe cash” portfolios), but led to the disaster of the “Tequila
Crisis” as Mexico and other fragile emerging markets devalued their
currencies dramatically in 1995.
REGULATORY ISSUES
The monopoly platform vs. fair competition and privacy:
It matters more to US markets.

Major global industries have become highly concentrated, and
investors are taking notice. The technology industry cycle of “private

French, British and German turmoil – political resolution
on the way.

Brexit will resolve itself, one way or another, as Germany attempts to
establish new leadership. Italy is brought into line with the EU budget
as Spain and Ireland continue the long road to stability and growth.
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Sure, it can all fall apart again, and everyone is worried about the
integrity of the eastern side of Europe as the US withdraws support
from NATO. But the stagnation may soon give way to opportunity.
Mexico and Brazil – Left vs Right? No, it is about integrity
and unity.

Latin America appears to be split in political direction, but the
colossal failure of Venezuela has brought a sense of caution to the
region. Both Presidents Andres Obrador “AMLO” in Mexico and
Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil are bound together by a populist sentiment
fighting corruption and violence. Can Latin America find the
leadership that can turn the tide? These markets are finding footing
as 2019 opens and the success at building domestic and global trust
will likely matter far more than whether the politics are left or right.
Brazil will prove again that having a country in turmoil is
better than a currency with no country at all.

We published a holiday Unfiltered in 2017 entitled “Bitcoin
versus Brazil” in which we questioned whether a currency that is
unblemished by having a country attached to it (cryptocurrencies
like Bitcoin) was better than, say, the Brazilian Real, a currency with

a county attached that is struggling mightily with corruption and
economic inequality. If 2018 says anything about the future, it says
go with the currency with a country. Brazil’s election turned around
its stock market and currency for now. Those who bet on Bitcoin lost
over 70% in 2018.
STYLE OPPORTUNIES AND RISKS
Will value investing outperform when foreign investing
outperforms?

The long-term chart below, published by investment consultant
Marquette, summarizes the beating taken by value stocks over the
past decade. The cyclicality is hard to ignore.
These charts clearly demonstrate the growth versus value dominance
recently. We think a style reversal could be a key emerging theme.
But we want to make a second point as well: there is a relationship
between lagging value stocks and lagging foreign markets compared
to US growth stocks. That could lead to a reversal in the US equity
versus non-US equity dominance. In fact – we think it’s an important
enough theme to build out the case for it in the next Unfiltered. Look
for it at the end of the month.

What Happened to the Value Premium?
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